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The providing of comprehensive development of infrastructural
processes is a determining modern development tendency, so as without
them neither economy nor social growing of country is impossible. In the
system of infrastructures an important place belongs to the social
infrastructure: the common state of the economy of the country depends on
the degree of its development and adequacy. The tendency spreads to the
introduction of territorial (regional) aspect in the management of the social
infrastructure development of late few years. Most objects of social
infrastructure have been passed on balance of the local authorities. In
Ukraine the state at the different levels takes measures concerning the
stabilization and improvement of position in the social infrastructure.
However, the estimation of realization results of priority national projects is
vague for today.
Thereby raises the question of choice of necessary criteria for the state
adjusting of social infrastructure, the determination of industries which need
the state adjusting and the degree of this adjusting in the present social and
economic conditions. In addition current researchers don't have a common
view of determination of both the essence and the classification of social
infrastructure.
In terms of formulated tasks, in the article it was made the attempt to
define the essence of social infrastructure in providing conditions not only for
the vital functions of individual but the society as a whole and also as a key
indicator of the modern technological system.
On the basis of the conducted analysis of the facts which influence on
the functioning of region social infrastructure, there were selected the spheres
of social infrastructure, where the state adjusting is necessary.
There was selected a number of restrictions which are typical for the
branches of social infrastructure and does not allow to function the business
enterprises in this sphere.

